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Overview

Here’s the investment landscape related to cryptocurrency: Many advised investors are trading it, but they’re largely using third-party retail brokers and crypto exchanges, and this represents a lost opportunity for traditional wealth managers. Javelin Strategy & Research data shows that nearly 70% of advised investors trading in crypto allocate at least 10% of their portfolio to the digital currency. But only 12% of advisors use digital assets, while wealth managers en masse wait for regulatory clarity before they engage clients. This wait-and-see posture gets in the way of holistically engaging and managing these investor portfolios. Advisors that can educate themselves will have an advantage in attracting new clients and retailing existing ones, despite the opaque regulatory environment. Engaging clients with cryptocurrency presents an opportunity for wealth managers to connect with younger, more affluent, and digitally-savvy investors.

Key questions discussed in this report:

- What platforms are advised cryptocurrency investors using?
- What are the demographics of advised crypto investors?
- How can wealth managers capitalize on advised investor demand for crypto?
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